Saturn Token
The Saturn (STR) ecosystem features a fully scalable,
decentralized, and quantum secure system for the
transaction of digital currency.
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Changes in brief
We are continuously iterating on the platform based on feedback from the saturn
community. As a result, we have implemented the following improvement.

●

New Smart Contract ID:
0xd1997448c4119af96ad55e4efcbe8225ebd90600

●

Updated timeline.

Abstract
Saturn's goal is to bring the best blockchain initiatives to the global
stage as
as soon as possible. We only promote a project that has fantastic
teams. Holders will be part of the Saturn community that connects to the
web
a lot of people are looking for some of the next crypto tsunami.
Choosing a blockchain winner is akin to rocket science; it is difficult and
painstaking. Saturn makes this process easier by evaluating projects
with our
community of blockchain and management experts. We define the
solution
the strengths as well as the weaknesses of its implementation; and work
to close the gap.
We are issuing 10,000 STR at 20 BEP on Binance Smart Chain. 50%
The issued STR will be shared with the community.
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1.1 Introduction
The role of social media in the cryptocurrency space cannot be ignored.
Bitcoin
creator Satoshi Nakamoto first introduced the cryptocurrency to the world
via a
mailing list. The first Bitcoin transaction (10,000 BTC for 2 pizzas) happened
via
Bitcoin Talk in 2010. In its early days, the crypto space received little
coverage from
mainstream media. However, social media, chatrooms, and forums became
the
megaphone for the market. Social media is the driving influence in the
crypto space.
In December 2013, Dogecoin was designed and introduced as a joke coin.
Within the
first 30 days, the meme coin received over a million visitors to
Dogecoin.com, despite
its sarcastic character. Dogecoin's success can be linked to the
cryptocurrency's
devoted community, often known as the Doge army, as well as backing
from Elon
Musk, a very influential engineer and Tesla CEO who can raise Dogecoin's
price with
only a tweet. Snoop Dogg, Gene Simmons, and Mark Cuban are among the
Dogecoin supporters, in addition to Musk.

1.2 The Problem
Most crypto and blockchain projects, unfortunately, do not have the same level of
visibility as Dogecoin. More than 2,000 cryptocurrencies have failed, according to
Coinopsy, a firm that records deceased crypto projects. Some of these now-defunct
projects have been documented as failures. Some of them were obvious rip-offs from the
start. Others buckled under the weight of their expansion, and some of them abandoned
their basic objective.

The reasons for these failures are based on the following frequent themes:
●
●
●
●
●

a lack of funds
Inability to acquire public trust.
The idea was poorly executed.
Lack of exposure to market
No liquidity options for the community.

1.3 The Solution
Accelerate community vetted blockchain projects onto the global stage by creating a
community of 150,000+ holders to generate viral exposure. Reward the community
with returns on the increasing value of the community’s liquid token, $STR

1.3.1 The Platform
Technically speaking, Saturn uses best-in-class practices for software,
safety and usability. This does not make us unique. Advantage
The saturn platform is a stable token strategy.
The saturn platform is constantly evolving in response to user input and our
product plan. This is not a wait and see project. We design and deliver
Peculiarities

1.3.1.1 Addressing the lack of funds
Saturn's goal is to raise funds to continue the development of the decentralized exchange.
for awesome blockchain projects. Issue "tokens" tied to an acceptable form
meaning, the startup uses the PancakeSwap exchanger. It could be fiat currency.
or a widely used cryptocurrency.

1.3.1.2 Addressing the Inability to acquire public trust.
When proposals are submitted,proprietary algorithms rank them to be reviewed by
an analyst. Rejected proposals are subjected to a second manual evaluation to identify
edge cases and change the algorithm so that we don't miss out on a good opportunity.
Analysts examine the prioritized initiatives by following up on evidence to “vet” them
for further consideration by the board (Community saturn Committee).This
procedure is essential for sustaining public con dence. Individuals that have excelled
in many facets of successful blockchain initiatives make up the Community saturn
Committee. They are appointed for 2.5 years, with one year overlap with the previous
committee.
saturn Launchpad. Some of the factors considered in the vetting process include:

● A doxed team.
● A competent team.
● A passionate team.
● An exciting project with a real use case.

● A project that can ultimately lead to more peoplebeing interested in
blockchain technology.

● A project with known corporate partners (optionally).

1.3.1.3 Addressing the issue of poorly executed.
In the fast-paced world of blockchain, even outstanding ideas that pass all of the
initial checkpoints will need to iterate and pivot. A Business Analyst is assigned to
each project to keep the community informed about progress and milestones. When
needed, the community will provide coaching and resources to assist a project's
portfolio success.

1.3.2 The Community
The community is the accelerant for the saturn platform.
Success breeds more success and viral loops will rocket great blockchain projects to
global success.

1.3.2.1 Addressing the Lack of Exposure
The power of the community to provide viral awareness for exceptional initiatives is
the key value proposition of saturn.
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Saturn achieves milestones by promoting the STR Community on the BSC network.
When a new user joins, each recommendation contributes to a new goal.
The affiliate marketing program is built on this foundation.

Attracting Top-Tierholders as pavecoin
The value of trust must percolate up from the holders who encourage us to be successful in developing a
"trusted" platform. A saturn is a reliable information source, not a harmful actor with their own goal. The
Community will have a method in place to "vet" holders, similar to how projects do. Abuse of the
community's "spirit" will result in expulsion. Saturn will be used in a variety of fields, including crypto,
social good, finance, and technology. They will comprise thought leaders and reliable information curators.
As different as the intended audience, the platforms will be. Substack, Reddit, Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram, Quora, LinkedIn, YouTube, Blogs, and many others are among the channels covered.

1.3.2.2 Addressing the Liquidity Issue
$STR will be traded on popular crypto exchanges to address the issue of holder
liquidity.

To participate in future projects on the Saturn platform investors will require
$STR. As more projects become available the demand for $STR will
increase. Exchangers will increase the value of $STR relative to other
popular token pairs. Since $STR has a fixed supply this will further place
upward pressure on the token’s value. Ultimately, the Saturn platform will find
a balance between an appreciating token connected to well-capitalized
liquidity pools.

1.4 Building a Community of
150,000+
Community building is a critical path of saturn. We are introducing an entry point for
holders and affiliates to monetize their fans. Previously, the risk of a bad
recommendation and damage to the holder’s brand outweighed the benefits of being in
the crypto game. To achieve this, we will:

● Identify an agency partner with reach into holders, affiliates, and traditional media.
● Target holders and investors in technology, business, finance, and lifestyle.
● Execute a range of tactics that include:
Original content

Social Media

Press Release

SEO Optimization

Virtual and live events Interviews

2.1 Tokenomics
Saturn is o ering a BEP20 token based on the Binance Smart Chain. A total supply
STR of 10 000.

The token supply will be distributed as follows:

The saturn team has worked on the platform for some time. The vesting schedule
for team-member has been allocated in a manner that protects the interest of token
holders and team members. The team members will be allocated 15% of the tokens
due to them immediately. The remaining 75% will be locked in a smart contract and
released periodically. Team members cannot sell more than 30% of their token
holdings per year.

2.2 Use of Funds
Saturn’ main objective behind the crowd sale is to attract 150,000 crypto holders
and marketing geniuses by Q4 2021. The proceeds from the exchangers will be
allocated as follows:

2.3 $STR Token Model
$STR is the native currency of an ecosystem that serves as a launchpad for
other cryptocurrencies. The success of the project depends partly on the role
played by the community as well as the team leading the project. The
stakeholders responsible for the ecosystem are governed by a system that
rewards good actors and penalizes bad actors.

The two main functions of $STR are:

1. Trading. Token holders can buy and sell $STR tokens on listed
exchanges. Supply and demand for STR tokens will determine its
price valuation on the open markets.

2. Utility. $STR token grants holders access to the platform and to
engage in activities such as voting for projects and holders.

The growth of the platform will also depend on the trading volume and usage of the
$STR token. Each $STR transaction contributes to the overall growth of the
platform through a 10% tax fee where 4% is used to boost $STR value, another
4% is distributed to token holders and the remaining 2% is reserved for marketing.

The $STR smart contract is fully implemented by an experienced team of developers
within the blockchain sector. The BEP-20 token is built on Binance Smart Chain. A
special emphasis is placed on securing the smart contract to deter would-be-attackers.
A regular smart contract audit will be carried out by an independent third party every
quarter to detect loopholes and eliminate vulnerabilities.
Smart Contract Address:
https://bscscan.com/token/0xd1997448c4119af96ad55e4efcbe8225ebd90600

Roadmap and Potential
Developments
3.1 Roadmap
The roadmap outlines the planned direction and milestones for saturn from
2021

October 2021
★ Building a team.
★ Developing the pavecoin idea.

October 2021
★ Completing White Paper.

October and November 2021
★ Probit exchanger listing
★ Marketing and promotion.
★ Launch the saturn Podcast.
★ Telegram Support and FAQs.
★ CoinMarketCap listing
★ CoinGecko listing

November 2021
★ More holder collaborations.

November 2021
★ Continue to market and scale projects on the saturn platform.
★ Cross the 150,000 holder milestone.

3.2 Conclusion
Saturn is building a trusted community to kickstart vetted blockchain projects. The
crypto market is still very young and has room for massive growth. Saturn success
will be driven by the success of the projects it launches as well as the performance of
its token - $STR - on the exchangers.

Disclaimer: The purchase of $STR tokens in the exchanger buy and
sell does not constitute ownership in the company. The
cryptocurrency market is highly volatile and tokens could be low or
high in value.

